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                                  101 Cole Makers Hole, Sandwich Road, Ash 

The site is situated on the eastern edge of Ash in the Dover District of Kent, in the grounds of 101 
Cole Makers Hole.  

Cole Makers Hole is a 18th Century Grade11 Listed Building .  

Collar Maker’s Hole 
Grade: II 
List entry Number: 1051285 

Date first listed: 05-Jun-1972 

List entry Description ; 

ASH SANDWICH ROAD TR 2958  11/48   

No. 101 Collar Maker's Hole II 
House. Mid C18. Painted brick and plain tile roof. Two stories on plinth with hipped roof and 
centre stack. Two wooden casements on each floor, those on ground floor with shutters and 
segmental heads. Central half-glazed door with flat hood on brackets. Catslide outshot to rear. 

 Collar Maker’s Hole is a Grade II Listed Building: it is thus not a designated heritage asset of the   
‘highest significance’ as defined by Paragraph 194 of the Framework. Its listed status does,                                       
however, reflect its high heritage significance. 

 The significance of the building is largely vested in its evidential and historic values as a mid- 
18th century rural dwelling which are embodied within its fabric. Census records would suggest 
that, at least in the 19th and early 20th century, the house was in multiple occupancy without 
direct links to adjacent land as the occupiers are described variously as labourers, scholars, living 
on own means, naval pensioner, maternity nurse, market gardeners and scholar. 

Although there is no previously recorded evidence of prehistoric, Roman or early medieval period 
activity within the site, there is activity dating to all these periods within the surrounding area, 



particularly relating to late Iron Age and Roman period occupation and activity. If archaeological 
remains dating to these periods are present within the site the significance of these would be 
vested in their evidential value and the potential contribution these may make to national and 
regional research agendas, however there is no evidence to suggest the presence of any remains of     
a greater than local significance. 

The site is located in the southwest section of Collar Makers, the study has been assessed as 
making no appreciable contribution to the significance of the building, therefore, development 
within the site is not considered to present any harm to the significance of Collar Makers Hole. 


